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C-Tran’s Goal and Minimum Viable Product

Goal:
● The goal of C-Tran is to improve the accuracy 

of static GPS positioning data of C-Tran 
transit stop using dynamic vehicle location 
data.

MVP:
● A list ranking from worst to best accurate 

stops.
● Stretch goal

a. Visualization tools



Analysis
1. What count as an accurate stop?
2. Finding percent error of each stop location using the dynamic vehicle location data  
3. Each one of us did our own analysis and implementation

a. Data cleaning
b. Creating visualization 



End of two-week Sprint

1. Successfully deliver the list
2. Demo our visualization 



Preprocessing : Decision Making

● Restricting Attributes
○ Removal of excess attributes

● Removal of Outliers
○ Null X & Y Coordinates
○ Multi-stops

● Unscheduled/Temporary Stops
○ Schedule Status values 0, 1, 3



The Results: Tables and Graphs

● Preprocessing Data for 
Analysis

● Produce Results through 
SQL query

● Use .csv file from SQL 
results for Visualization data





Percent error from 0.0001 to 1.0000 for all stops.



Percent error above 85%



Filtering above 85% error with number of bus stopping iterations.



Data with filtering of 85% above error and number of bus stopping 
iterations.



Graphical Results: The Good
Stop 102



Graphical Results: The Bad

Stop 2329





Data Wrangling
Trying to get the data

From PGE to C-Tran 

Getting the actual data



Analysis Reflection 
Writing queries vs writing code

Statistical analysis 

Lazy spreadsheets 

What do you mean we have different data? 



What we would change?



What would we change? 
Our tech stack 

Cleaning process 

Better questions leads to better answers 

Read the documentation then read it again.  



Backlog 
UI
Create a front end that can run a set of queries

● Show highest percent error
○ At X ft away
○ Remove stops X away 
○ With door flag on or off
○ Remove stops with less than X occurrences 

Add “sliders” for accuracy of stops (David ask)
● (Show all ←→ Only show highest error)

Create a front end that displays maps pins for a single stop
Create a front end that displays pins for all stops

● Create a front end that can click on a stop to get single stop 
map

Create a front end that can be fed quarterly data and stop info for 
analysis 

Backend
Choose and setup database 
Choose framework to use to serve pages 

● Flask?
● Django? 
● ?

What Map package to use? 



Backlog (cont)

Science 
Looks for vehicles with consistent GPS issues
Double check accuracy of location_distance 
Investigate geographic impacts on gps accuracy 

Technical Debt
Create shared work space for Marcus and I

● Docker on the cloud? PSU space?
New github? 

Other
Create a mastery query that can clean and analyze data is one go

● Just use python for analysis? 
Flag for checked or accurate stops  


